This paper models a frictional labor market where employers endogenously discriminate against the long term unemployed. The estimated model replicates recent experimental evidence which documents that interview invitations for observationally equivalent workers fall sharply as unemployment duration progresses. We use the model to quantitatively assess the consequences of such employer behavior for job finding rates and long term unemployment and find only modest effects given the large decline in callbacks. Interviews lost to duration impact individual job-finding rates solely if they would have led to jobs. We show that such instances are rare when firms discriminate in anticipation of an ultimately unsuccessful application. Discrimination in callbacks is thus largely a response to dynamic selection, with limited consequences for structural duration dependence and long term unemployment.
Introduction
Recent experimental work shows that employers are reluctant to interview long term unemployed workers. For example, using a large-scale resume audit study, Kroft et al. (2013) document that callback rates in response to job applications decline substantially with unemployment duration. All else equal, they find that a worker unemployed for 8 months is 45 percent less likely to receive a callback for an interview than an observationally equivalent newly unemployed worker. Farber et al. (2016) , Eriksson and Rooth (2014) , Ghayad (2013) , and Oberholzer-Gee (2008) also study, via the same experimental approach, how unemployment duration affects a worker's chances of receiving an interview.
In this paper, we develop a tractable model of the hiring process to quantify the consequences of such employer behavior for job finding rates and long term unemployment. We do so motivated by the simple observation that not all interviews lost to unemployment duration translate into lost jobs. That is, discrimination against unemployment duration matters for employment outcomes to the extent that it alters who receives and who is denied a job. Therefore, quantifying the implications of the experimental evidence for the labor market requires taking a stance on the details of the interviewing and hiring process. 1 To this end, we model a frictional labor market with a two-stage hiring process which lends itself tightly to the experimental evidence, connecting callbacks with job finding rates. Firms receive applications from workers who differ in ways that matter to employers, yet are unobservable on a resume. They then decide on whether or not to follow up with an interview. If they do so, they call back the worker for a costly interview in which they can learn more about the applicant. Because more qualified workers are more likely to get hired upon completing an interview, low ability workers are more likely to be long term unemployed and duration contains information about a worker's ability. 2 As a result, employers react to this information by conditioning their callback decisions on unemployment duration; they statistically discriminate against workers with higher unemployment duration. 3 The two key metrics we use to gauge the impact of discrimination on the labor market are (i) the incidence of long term unemployment and (ii) structural duration dependence in the job finding rate generated by discrimination. The former is simply the fraction of the population which is unemployed for more than 6 months. The latter, sometimes referred to as "true" duration dependence, is the component of duration dependence in the job finding rate which is a direct consequence of duration and not driven simply by composition changes-the fact that types with lower exit rates stay unemployed longer, mechanically lowering the average job finding rate as duration increases.
To quantify those metrics we estimate our framework, targeting the decline in average job finding rates in the Current Population Survey (CPS) as well as the duration dependence in callbacks identified in Kroft et al. (2013) . Our framework gives rise to an exact counterpart to the experimental evidence, namely a callback rate for interviews that may vary with the unemployment rate. 4 We show that the estimated model economy closely captures our empirical targets. We reproduce how the empirical exit rate from unemployment varies with unemployment duration. More importantly, the model closely replicates the experimentally measured decay in the interview rate. That is, if one were to conduct a resume audit study in our model economy, one would detect the same degree of discrimination as found in Kroft et al. (2013) .
We further show that firms discriminate substantially less in our model if the labor market has slack because dynamic selection weakens when workers meet firms less frequently, quantitatively consistent with evidence in Kroft et al. (2013) . A model of tastebased discrimination, such as Blanchard and Diamond (1994) , cannot immediately account for this fact. 5 In line with the evidence, the model generates a rapid and large decline in the interview rate with unemployment duration: long term unemployed workers receive around 50% less interviews compared to a newly unemployed worker with an equivalent resume. Given the size of these effects, one may thus suspect, prima facie, that discrimination in 4 Most other models of employer discrimination feature discrimination at the hiring stage. For example, Vishwanath (1989) and Lockwood (1991) study stylized models in which employers endogenously interpret the results of a test or signal in light of an applicant's unemployment duration. Hiring is conditioned on the result of the test and in the equilibrium with testing all firms interview their applicants. Doppelt (2016) studies the impact of unemployment stigma generated by a worker's entire labor market history on labor market outcomes. Job interviews get interpreted in light of such stigma, but are always conducted. In Fernandez-Blanco and Preugschat (2017) , firms interview multiple applicants for suitability and endogenously hire the suitable candidate with the lowest duration. 5 In Blanchard and Diamond (1994) firms rank applicants according to unemployment duration without having any reason to do so. In Coate and Loury (1993) , discrimination is a feature of an equilibrium where employer beliefs are self-fulfilled through worker investment behavior. In a setup like ours, where the underlying dynamic selection that leads to group differences is mechanical, there is no equilibrium in which firms do not discriminate under plausible assumptions on the production technology spelled out below.
callbacks is an important contributor to structural duration dependence in the job finding rate and the incidence of long term unemployment. 6 However, our findings suggest that the impact of discrimination on our key metrics is very moderate. In a first exercise, we contrast the labor market in our equilibrium with a counterfactual that eliminates all discrimination. We show that, while the medium and long term unemployed receive almost twice as many interviews in the counterfactual, their job finding rate increases by a mere 3%. This suggests a limited role of employer discrimination as a driver of structural duration dependence in the job finding rate. As a consequence, we find that eliminating all discrimination leads to a modest decline in the incidence of long term unemployment of less than 8%.
Our second exercise directly decomposes duration dependence in the job finding rate into a compositional and structural component, the latter fully driven by statistical discrimination. Our results complement the findings from the counterfactual analysis: The bulk of the decline in the job finding rate is purely compositional, with the structural component accounting for less than 10% of the observed decline at all durations.
The reason behind these findings is that the share of false negatives-incidents in which firms deny interviews to workers who would have otherwise been hired-is low and thus few of the interviews lost to discrimination would have led to jobs. Therefore, our findings suggest that statistical discrimination is largely a response to compositional changes rather than an important driver of structural duration dependence and long term unemployment.
We use the simplicity of our baseline setup to provide a theoretically guided explanation for this result and show that firms, when making a callback decision, compare two key objects: The cost of calling back a worker who ultimately turns out to be a bad match, and the benefits of locating a suitable candidate. The reason false negatives are rare is then that the benefits of forming a viable employment relationship far exceed the cost of an interview. In this case, firms only discriminate, passing on interview opportunities, when they are fairly certain those interviews will not turn into hires. This in turn implies that few of the interviews lost to duration are lost jobs. 7 6 Examples of work making such a connection in a quantitative fashion include Altonji et al. (2016) , Bos et al. (2016) , Sharone et al. (2015) , and Torgovitsky (2016) . Others that equate a lost interview (as detected by an audit study) with a lost job include Barnichon and Figura (2015) , Haltiwanger et al. (2015) , and Kekre (2017) . Similarly, various policy items, such as the presidential memorandum in White-House (2014b), the US Department of Labor USDOL (2014), and anti-discrimination measures that were implemented at the state level in New York (Law-2013 (Law- -014 (2013 ), New Jersey (Public-Law-2011 ), Oregon (Senate-Bill-1548 (2012 ), and Washington D.C. (Code-32-162 (2012) ) reference the audit study evidence at multiple occasions to motivate policy interventions aimed at battling the "negative cycle of long term unemployment" (WhiteHouse (2014a)).
7 With this tradeoff in mind, we choose a deliberately conservative empirical strategy with regard to the While highly qualified workers are sharply affected by the decline in callbacks at longer unemployment durations, they usually exit unemployment quickly-which is precisely the reason some firms abstain from interviewing those with high duration. Nevertheless, we stress that our aggregate results mask considerable heterogeneity in the impact of discrimination: High types which "fall through the cracks" and become long term unemployed suffer from a large decline in their chances to escape unemployment because of the decline in callbacks they experience.
The final section of the paper extends our basic environment to allow for coordination frictions in the search process and human capital decay during non-employment. Both features have the potential to amplify the consequences of discrimination. First, multiple workers may apply for the same job; if firms rank applicants according to unemployment duration, those with high duration are crowded out by other applicants. And second, workers who experience a rejection at the interview stage may subsequently loose skill, further hampering their job finding rate.
We re-estimate this richer environment and rely on the same metrics to assess the impact of the decline in callbacks. Absent any discrimination, monthly job finding rates rise by 8% at some durations; these changes accumulate and lower the incidence of long term unemployment by around 20%, in line with the notion that the added components amplify the results. Nevertheless, this impact is surprisingly small if one considers that eliminating discrimination almost doubles the monthly interview rate for the medium and long term unemployed. That is, the medium and long term unemployed experience an increase in monthly callbacks between 50% and 100%, yet their job finding rate increases by an order of magnitude less. This again reflects that most of the additional interviews fail to convert into jobs. These results confirm the basic findings from the baseline setup and highlight the importance of guiding the quantitative inference from the purely experimental evidence to actual labor outcomes with a theory of the hiring process.
Our model-based approach can be viewed as an alternative to the statistical approaches taken in the micro-empirical literature that attempt to separately identify structural duration dependence from dynamic selection (e.g. Heckman and Singer (1984) and Van den Berg (2001) ). More recently, Alvarez et al. (2016) revived this strand of work by showing how one can use information on workers with multiple non-employment spells to sort out structural duration dependence in the job finding rate from composition dynamics. They find little evidence for a structural decline in the job finding rate during the first year objects determining these objects. We discuss this in detail in the empirical section. of unemployment. 8 The key difference between our paper and this body of work is that it lumps all potential mechanisms generating structural duration dependence whereas ours aims at isolating the quantitative contribution of discrimination. 9 More broadly, our results offer an important qualification for the audit-study approach to the labor market. Insofar as the observable the experimenter varies-in our case unemployment duration-is correlated with unobservables that matter for employers' hiring decisions, the strength of the connection between documented callbacks and job finding rates is not clear. We thus view modeling discrimination as an endogenous outcome-with a quantitative theory that is disciplined by the experimental evidence-as a promising way to conceptualize and quantify the causal impact of discrimination on labor market outcomes of interest. 10 The paper proceeds as follows. The next section introduces the model. In Section 3, we estimate the model using indirect inference. In Section 4 we use the estimated model to quantify the effects of discrimination structural duration dependence and long term unemployment. In section 5, we present the analysis of the extended model before concluding in section 6.
Model

Environment
We next introduce a simple search and matching model of the labor market that endogenously gives rise to employer discrimination.
Time is discrete and runs forever. All agents discount the future at rate β, have linear preferences, and produce and consume a single homogeneous good. There is a unit mass of infinitely lived workers indexed by their time-invariant type x ∈ X = (x,x). 11 The exogenous and time-invariant distribution of worker types is given by l(x). For conve-8 For similar results, see Ahn and Hamilton (2017) . 9 In our baseline environment, the sole driver of structural duration dependence is statistical discrimination. There are many candidate drivers of structural duration dependence in job finding rates such as skill loss or stock flow matching, but we are interested in quantifying the impact of one particular driver, namely discrimination in callbacks. We allow for an interaction between discrimination and skill loss in the extended environment. 10 We believe that modeling employer discrimination as entirely statistical-as opposed to taste based-is warranted in our setting. A similar approach could be used to analyze the evidence on discrimination in callbacks based on other observables. In such settings, modeling taste-biases is likely more important.
11 When we use the model for quantitative purposes we also study an extension of this basic framework. In the extension we let workers' human capital depreciate during times of non-employment, relaxing the assumption of time-invariant types x.
nience, we assume full support on X. Workers are either employed or unemployed with current duration τ ∈ [0, 1, 2, ..). 12 Unemployed workers receive flow utility b per period.
Production On the other side of the labor market is a continuum of heterogeneous firms indexed by their type y ∈ Y = (y,ȳ). The output of a firm-worker match is governed by the firm's type y and the worker's type x, p (x, y). We make two assumptions on the production function. First we assume that p(x, y) is nondecreasing in x, and second, we assume that for all firms y there exists a finite x y such that
Thus, there are firm-specific minimum skill requirements. If a worker fails to satisfy firm y's skill requirement x y the pair cannot produce enough output to cover the flow value of unemployment. 13 These assumptions are at the core of our setup and will generate two important implications: First, higher worker types x will exit unemployment faster since they have positive (net) output with a larger fraction of firms y. Second, a larger fraction of firms y will follow up on an application if the worker behind that application is likely to have high x. 14 The Hiring Process At any point in time, unemployed workers face an exogenous distribution of job openings F(y) with full support on Y. Workers are unemployed because the process that pairs them with job openings is subject to search frictions. Specifically, search is random and an unemployed worker's resume makes contact with a vacancy at an exogenous rate λ. 15 Upon receiving a resume, firms cannot observe the worker's type x, but can readily observe the worker's current unemployment duration τ. 16 The firm can then follow up on the application by calling back the worker and inviting her for an 12 Throughout, we adopt the convention that τ = 0 corresponds to the first period of unemployment, such that τ = t corresponds to those with unemployment duration between t and t + 1 periods. 13 We further discuss the production function and its empirical relevance in the quantitative section where we impose additional structure.
14 These implications of the production function are subject to an assumption on wage setting which we introduce and discuss below. 15 Here, we assume one-on-one matching where firms consider applications in isolation. This is the second key assumption we relax in the extension studied below: There, we allow for coordination frictions where multiple workers might apply to the same job. 16 As in Arrow (1973) , let x thus capture "more subtle types of personal deprivation and deferment of gratification which lead to the habits and action of thought that favor good performance in skilled jobs, steadiness, punctuality, responsiveness, and initiative." interview which costs the firm κ. The interview fully reveals the worker's type x. We denote by I(τ) the set of firms y that interview workers with duration τ. Since the interview is costly, firms may want to condition their callback decision on the available information τ. We assume that the only information on a resume potentially relevant to an employer is current unemployment duration τ. 17 In light of the interview, the firm then decides whether or not to consummate the match. We denote by H(x, τ) the set of firms willing to hire a worker with current unemployment duration τ after having observed her type x.
Finally, firms and workers separate at exogenous rate δ H . In this case, the void job simply disappears. For the worker, we distinguish between two separate events. In the first, the worker becomes unemployed, occurring at rate δ L < δ H . In the second event, occurring at rate δ H − δ L , she exogenously transitions to another, identical employer. Jointly, these assumptions allow us to accommodate a high rate of job separation from the perspective of an employer without explicitly modeling on-the-job search or inflating the unemployment rate. 18
Workers
Denote by U (x, τ) the value of being unemployed to a worker of type x with current duration τ. Denote by W (x, y, τ) the value of a job to a type x worker who exited unemployment after τ periods and is currently employed at firm y. We can write the value of unemployment as (2) A worker exits unemployment if she contacts a firm that is both willing to grant her an interview and hire her. Otherwise, she remains unemployed with her duration increasing to τ + 1.
Employed workers receive a wage w(x, y, τ) which may generally depend upon their spell length when exiting unemployment. Thus,
which reflects that the worker becomes newly unemployed at exogenous rate δ L .
Wage Setting
We assume throughout that wages are Nash-bargained and fixed for the duration of a match. We further assume that firms have all the bargaining power. The worker's value functions and wages are then independent of unemployment duration τ and employer type y, U(
19 While this assumption enormously simplifies the solution of the model, the implied degenerate wage distribution is, of course, empirically implausible which warrants some discussion. With respect to the objectives of this paper the assumption matters for two reasons. First, the assumption importantly implies that workers in our framework cannot escape a potential "unemployment trap" by reducing their reservation wages. However, we argue that there is scant empirical evidence suggesting that this is indeed a first-order driving force of the data. 20 Furthermore, we highlight that allowing for such a margin would lead us to find a smaller impact of discrimination on labor market flows since those workers who would fear adverse consequences could avoid them through reduced reservation wages.
Second, and more importantly, the assumption also inflates the value of a filled job to a firm, since employers extract all the surplus. As we discuss in detail below (Section 4.3), the value of the filled job to the firm relative to interview costs is critical for our quantitative findings. Clearly, the value of the job to the firm depends not only on the bargaining power of the firm, but also on the flow value of unemployment b since w = b in all matches. We are hence careful to choose a value of b high enough such that the value of a filled job to an employer connects closely to standard values in the literature, despite giving firms all the bargaining power. We thus argue that the assumption on wages, properly adjusted for in the calibration of the joint surplus through the choice of b, is innocuous for the consequences of discrimination for the job finding rate which is the focus of our analysis.
Firms -Interviewing and Hiring
Let J(x, y) denote the value a type-y employer derives from hiring a worker of type x. Since firms hold workers to their outside option, this is simply given by the present value of (net) output,
We note that δ H is the rate at which the match separates from the perspective of the employer. After a firm has interviewed a worker and learned about x, it decides whether or not to hire the worker. We assume that an unfilled vacancy has no continuation value. As a consequence, a vacancy that meets a worker will never be held open due to option value considerations. It follows that the set of firms willing to hire a worker of type x is such that
where the hiring set H(·) no longer depends on duration due to the wage setting assumption. The joint distribution of unemployed workers of skill x and duration τ depends on the hiring and interview decisions of firms. Taking into account the relationship between duration and skill, firms form expectations about x, conditional on a worker's unemployment duration τ. Denote by µ (x|τ) the conditional density of types x at duration τ. The set of firms following up on an application by a worker with current unemployment duration τ can be characterized as follows:
The firm calls back if the expected value of doing so covers the interview cost κ. 21 Otherwise the firm simply discards the application. Then, the pace at which the set I (τ) shrinks as duration progresses will determine the slope of the model-generated callback rate. The next assumption on the distribution of firm types will guarantee that the set I (τ) indeed shrinks with duration. First, we assume that for all firms y ∈ Y
In words, all firms find it worthwhile interviewing when faced with the population distribution of workers. Next, we assume that firms with y such that
account for a strictly positive fraction of vacancies. That is, there exist some job openings which do not follow up on an application if they are certain that it is associated with a worker of the lowest type. These two assumptions are sufficient to rule out cases where either no firm interviews and the economy has no employment, and cases where all firms always interview, irrespective of duration. We highlight that, just like in the experimental settings, job applicants are observationally equivalent and differ only in their current unemployment duration τ. Yet hiring decisions depend on worker characteristics beyond what is recognizable on a resume. It follows that the pool of unemployed workers changes its composition along dimensions relevant to employers as duration progresses and firms project these dynamics on τ; there is information inherent in τ which firms naturally use in the hiring process. Thus, any interpretation of the experimental evidence on the basis of an all-else-equal notion fails to recognize the very process that gives rise to declining callbacks in the first place.
Steady State Stocks
To compute the conditional density µ (x|τ) firms need to know the distribution of x among the unemployed. To characterize the latter, denote by e (x) the employment rate of type x workers. In turn, denote by u (x, τ) the fraction of type x workers unemployed with duration τ such that ∑ ∞ τ=0 u(x, τ) is the unemployment rate among type x workers. In steady state, u (x, τ) satisfies
Employed workers become unemployed with duration τ = 0 at rate δ L . The unemployed who do not find work increase their duration by one period. In turn, the fraction of employed workers of type x is given by the sum of non-separating incumbents and those newly hired from unemployment,
Finally, to pin the levels, u (x, τ) and e (x) have to satisfy the adding up constraint
Equilibrium
A steady state equilibrium of this economy is a triple {H, I, u} where the hiring set H satisfies (5), the interview set I satisfies (6), and the allocation satisfies (9)- (11).
Characterization
To formally characterize the key features of equilibrium we begin by defining discrimination.
Definition 1. The equilibrium features discrimination against unemployment duration iff I(τ + 1) ⊆ I(τ) for all unemployment durations τ ≥ 0 and there exists a τ ≥ 0 such that I(τ + 1) ⊂ I(τ ).
In words, an equilibrium with discrimination is one where the callback rate as measured through the lens of an audit study never increases with duration and strictly declines sooner or later. 22 We next formally characterize the equilibrium.
Proposition 1. The hiring decision for a firm y is a cutoff rule in which it hires only workers whose type x exceeds a firm-specific skill threshold. Firms use cutoff strategies for interviews, interviewing only workers whose unemployment duration falls below a firm-specific threshold. The equilibrium exhibits discrimination.
Proof. See Appendix.
Our framework gives rise to discrimination against unemployment duration as a simple consequence of dynamic selection. Given our assumptions on production, higher types x are more desirable to a larger fraction of employers. 23 Coupled with the assumption on wage setting, this implies that they also exit unemployment more quickly, giving rise to dynamic selection on unobservables as unemployment duration progresses. As a consequence, the fraction of employers following up on an application declines with unemployment duration and the economy features discrimination.
The Consequences of Discrimination
An immediate corollary of Proposition 1 is that the job finding rate, for a given type x, follows a similar pattern as the callback rate: It never increases with unemployment duration and it may fall in cases where a firm with skill requirement x y ≤ x ceases to call back.
More formally, to map the hiring practice characterized in Proposition 1 into its consequences for the job finding rate, it is important to note that for a worker (x, τ) to exit unemployment she needs to meet a firm y which is both in her interview set I(τ) and in her hiring set H(x). As an unemployed worker's duration increases she receives fewer interviews since firms discriminate. A key observation is that a worker x experiences a decline in her chances of finding a job between τ and τ + 1 only if the firms that withdraw from interviewing are in her hiring set. The share of firms y ∈ I (τ) ∩ I (τ + 1) c constitutes the decline in the callback rate between τ and τ + 1. The share of firms y ∈ I (τ) ∩ I (τ + 1)
c ∩ H (x) constitutes the associated decline in the job finding rate for a worker of type x. This implies that some workers may not actually experience any decline in their job finding rate between τ and τ + 1, despite receiving fewer callbacks. At the same time, workers who are qualified for jobs that discriminate in callbacks will indeed experience a decline in their job finding rates. In sum, interviews lost to discrimination reduce the job finding rate, but only if they would have led to jobs. Only false negatives -cases where a firm does not call back a worker who happens to be qualified for the job -will impact individual job finding rates. All other lost interviews simply move the timing of rejection from after the interview has been conducted to the callback stage. Thus, the remainder of the paper is an effort to quantify the frequency at which the refusal of firms to interview workers beyond some unemployment duration indeed constitutes a false negative.
Estimation
For the quantitative section, we modify Albrecht and Vroman (2002) and specify a production function that takes the following form:
Beyond satisfying our assumptions on production, this particular functional form ensures that the model generates positive assortative matching since it is the highly productive firms which are the most selective. It also has the appealing interpretation that a worker is qualified for a job if x ≥ y and allows for a very clean mapping of discrimination into the job finding rate: Discrimination in callbacks affects a worker's job finding rate if and only if it comes from jobs she is qualified for. 24 Further, the production function implies that, absent discrimination, a worker's job finding rate is given by F(x), the share of vacancies with y ≤ x. Finally, conditional on meeting qualified workers, a firm strictly prefers types with higher x. 25 We assume one model period to be a month to match available US data from the merged basic monthly CPS files. 26 In general we construct empirical targets corresponding to the years 2011-2012 since our main experimental benchmark, the audit study by Kroft et al. (2013) , was conducted over the course of those two years.
We fix some parameters exogenously. In doing so, we are guided by an insight that we return to below, namely that the consequences of discrimination will endogenously depend on the relation between the interview cost and the value of a filled job to an employer. We thus select values which are conservative with regards to the model-generated gains from finding a qualified worker.
To begin with, we set the discount rate to .992, consistent with an annual interest rate of more than 9%, implying that employers apply a substantial discount to future revenues. This is markedly above commonly used values in the literature such as the 5% annual discount used in Davis and von Wachter (2011) accounting for the observation that many US employers faced heightened credit constraints in the years -2012 (Duygan-Bump et al. (2015 ). 24 Lise and Robin (2017) estimate a flexible production function for a rich model with two-sided heterogeneity. They obtain evidence which supports our simple specification. Specifically, they find that lower worker types find it increasingly infeasible to match with high firm types. 25 While this is inconsequential for the baseline setup it will matter in the extended environment with multiple applications per vacancy. 26 For details on how we construct moments from the CPS data, see Appendix B.
Next, we need to calibrate the two separation rates. We set δ L to 3.8% to match a monthly separation rate into non-employment (EN) calculated from the CPS during the years 2011-2012. 27 The second one, δ H , governs the flow of workers out of a job (including job-to-job transitions) and is hence the relevant separation rate from the perspective of an employer who computes the value of a filled job using equation (4). To calibrate it, we compute a 1.6% monthly probability of making an employer switch (EE) in the CPS following Fallick and Fleischman (2004) . Therefore, the relevant separation rate from the perspective of an employer is 5.4% monthly. Jointly, this generates the empirically observed short duration of a match without inflating the unemployment rate.
As discussed previously, our choice for the value of leisure b is guided by the specific objective of delivering job values (to employers) that compare with those in the literature. 28 To that end, we compute the value of a filled job to an employer, expressed as a fraction of monthly output, in three leading calibrations of the Diamond-MortensenPissarides (DMP) model. First, it follows from the calibration in Shimer (2005a) that the value of a filled job to an employer corresponds to 57% of monthly output. For Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) we obtain a value of 33%. For Gertler and Trigari (2009), we obtain a value of 97% of monthly output. 29 With those targets in mind, we choose b so as to correspond to 96% of the average monthly output in the cross-sectional distribution. To achieve this, we proceed as follows: We approximate the distributions of both worker and firm types X and Y on 50 grid points on the unit interval, with distributions to be specified in the next subsection. We then add an arbitrarily large constant to output for viable matches-that is, to those with x ≥ y-which allows us to obtain
≈ .96 for all x ≥ y for a scalar b. 30 Finally, we note that we have not yet chosen a unit of normalization so we report all relevant values relative to the average monthly output in the cross section.
With this normalization in mind, one can readily verify, using the expression for J (x, y) in (4) and our calibrated values for β and δ H , that setting b = .96 amounts to 27 The separation rate into unemployment (EU)-rather than non-employment (EN)-is substantially lower. We again chose to work with the broader definition so as to generate a conservative value for expected match duration. 28 In particular, we again point out that choosing b appropriately-in the sense that it delivers a plausible job value-renders the assumption that workers have no bargaining power innocuous with respect to the value of a job. 29 These objects are straightforward to compute in Shimer (2005a) and Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) using the flow value of leisure relative to output, along with the bargaining power of the worker and the separation and discount rates. Gertler and Trigari (2009) directly report their value of J which we contrast with monthly output per worker using their calibrated values for the labor share, the separation rate, labor adjustment costs, and the flow value of unemployment. 30 We thus highlight that worker heterogeneity in our environment is largely about the "extensive margin", namely about whether a worker is qualified for a job. In practice, we shift output by a value of 200. (9) and (10). We use the high value for δ H when constructing the gains from filling a vacant job, J (x, y) in (4). κ and b are expressed relative to mean output, which corresponds to the cross-sectional average monthly output under the steady state distribution of workers across jobs.
J ≈ .65. This implies that all employers value a filled job at around 65% of monthly output. We thus conclude that, by choosing an appropriate value for b, our framework gives rise to plausible values of a job to an employer, despite the assumption that workers are held to their outside option. Perhaps the newest parameter relative to standard models of search in the labor market is the cost of an interview. We appeal to Silva and Toledo (2009) who, using the Small Business Administration Survey, document that employers spend on average 16 hours per hire. Assuming 40 hours of weekly work this corresponds to 10% of monthly output. We thus set the cost per interview κ = .1. This is a very conservative upper bound since the interview constitutes only a fraction of the overall costs involved in hiring; more importantly, only a fraction of the interviews conducted lead to jobs implying that the cost per hire exceeds the cost per interview. 31 The set of externally calibrated parameters is summarized in Table 1 .
Estimated Parameters and Targets
The remaining parameters govern the efficiency of the matching function, λ, the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity among workers, l(x), and the distribution of job openings, F(y). We estimate these fully parametrically using Simulated Method of Moments. We assume that unobserved ability is distributed x ∼ beta(A, B) with support on the unit interval, where A and B are to be estimated. We assume that vacancies are uniformly distributed across the unit interval, but we allow for one additional degree of freedom: we allow for a strictly positive fraction of job openings to have no skill requirements, that is F (y) = F (0) + y (1 − F (0)) where F (0) ≥ 0 is a parameter to be estimated. 32 We target moments which are informative about these parameters: the aggregate unemployment rate, along with the empirical job finding rate and the experimentally measured callback rate at various durations τ. To guide the search over the parameter space, we employ Markov Chain Monte Carlo following Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) to minimize the log deviations of model-generated moments from their empirical counterparts. We use an identity weighting matrix and report the parameters pertaining to the mean of the converged Markov Chain. 33 We next discuss how we construct these moments and how they inform the parameters of interest.
Clearly, there is a direct and monotone mapping between the unemployment rate and the contact rate λ. Our empirical target for the aggregate unemployment rate is 8.5%, again computed using the average unemployment rate in the merged monthly CPS files for 2011 and 2012.
Next, A and B jointly govern the variance and skewness of the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity. We make a heuristic argument about how these higher moments affect the shape of both the unconditional job finding rate and the callback rate. Increasing heterogeneity increases the slope of both job finding and callback rate against unemployment duration since dynamic selection becomes more pronounced. In turn, the skewness of the underlying distribution of heterogeneity governs the convexity of both the job finding and the callback rate as a function of unemployment duration. To see this, note that a distribution with positive skew has few very high x workers and many low x ones. In that case, we should see a sharp initial decline in both hazards and a subsequent flattening. The opposite occurs for a distribution with negative skew. We confirm the 32 We argue, though we have not proven, that the uniformity of F (y) for y > 0 is a normalization since what matters for the shape of the hazards is the distribution of job openings relative to the distribution of ability. We discuss the motivation for the additional parameter F (0) and how we discipline it quantitatively below. 33 The remaining details of our implementation follow the descriptions in Lamadon (2016) , Jarosch (2015) and Lise et al. (2016) . validity of these conjectured relationships using the large number of model simulations from constructing the Markov Chains.
Finally, we argue that the long-run callback rate informs F(0). To see why, note that the pool of unemployed workers becomes completely dominated by the lowest types in the population as duration grows large. It follows that the callback rate in response to an application by a worker with (very) high τ corresponds to the fraction of vacancies that are open to employ those with the lowest type x. Combined with the assumption that all firms call back duration τ = 0 workers, this implies that the long-run decline in the callback rate pins down F (0).
To construct an empirical target for the unconditional job finding rate, we follow Kroft et al. (2015) and estimate the negative exponential relationship between the empirical job finding probability and unemployment duration (in months) in the CPS via weighted nonlinear least squares. That is, we estimate the following functional form for the average job finding probability at duration τ relative to the average job finding probability of workers who have been unemployed one month or less:
We use exactly the same functional form when fitting the decline in the callback rate. Figure 1 plots the raw data (relative to their level in the first month) along with the fitted curve implied by specification (13). Since our model does not speak to dynamic selection on observables we strip out the effects of a variety of observables. 34 Even doing so, the job finding probability declines by around 50% during the first year of unemployment. Our empirical estimates areb 1 = .49 andb 2 = .36. We do not directly target, in an indirect inference sense, the empirical coefficientsb 1 andb 2 . Instead, we have found it more informative to target equally weighted values of D(τ) as obtained through equation (13) at durations τ ∈ [0, 25] months. 35 Our target for the callback rate is taken directly from Kroft et al. (2015) who fit the nonlinear specification (13) to the experimental evidence in Kroft et al. (2013) . Their reported estimates are .425 for the intercept parameter b 1 and .199 for the slope parameter b 2 . Our framework generates an exact counterpart to the empirical callback rate as tracked in the audit studies: We track the fraction of job openings which follow up on an application Notes: We use pooled CPS data from 2011-2012. For the curve without controls for observables, we regress the job finding rate on duration dummies as well as year and month dummies. We then take the average job finding rate at duration zero, and compute implied job finding rates at durations τ > 0 by adding the coefficients on the duration dummies to the job finding rate at duration τ = 0. We then normalize the job finding rates by the job finding rate at duration τ = 0.
For the curve which controls for observable characteristics, we run the same regression, but add additional controls which include: gender dummies, age group dummies (16-24,25-34,35-44,45-54, and 55-64) , three race dummies (white/black/other), five education category dummies (less than high school, high school graduate, some college, college graduate, and other), and gender interacted with all these covariates. We then subtract the new coefficients on duration from the same mean as before and calculate the normalized job finding rate. For more details, see Appendix B. with an interview invitation, depending on current duration τ. Again, our targets correspond to the actual relative callback rates at months τ ∈ [0, 25]. 36
Estimation Results and Model Fit
Our parameter estimates governing the population distribution of ability areÂ = .1150 andB = .0630. Jointly, those estimates imply a distribution of heterogeneity that is close to bimodal with most workers either qualified for most jobs or only qualified for jobs with little, if any, skill requirement. This can as can be seen in figure 2 which plots the cumulative distribution of the fraction of jobs a worker is qualified for. The figure implies that around one quarter of the workforce is solely qualified for the fraction F (0) of jobs that have effectively no skill requirements. 37 In turn, roughly one half of the population is qualified for all jobs they apply for. Effectively, this arises due to the sharp initial drop-off followed by a subsequent flattening in both targets. Figure 2 also plots the skill composition separately for the newly and long term unem-36 That is, we target the decline in the callback rate, not its level. The model does not capture the level since all firms in our framework call back workers with duration τ = 0. We argue that the slope captures the degree of dynamic selection and statistical discrimination and hence the key object of interest. 37 We estimateF (0) = .3979 as discussed below. The both ends of the distribution arises because we approximate the distribution on a grid. ployed. Since all jobs are equally likely to get destroyed, skills among the newly unemployed equal those of the employed which is why they first order stochastically dominate the population distribution. Finally, the long term unemployed are largely selected from low-x types, reflecting the dynamic selection process leading to the declining job finding and callback rates we turn to next.
The model closely captures the normalized decline in the job finding rate we measure in the CPS and target in the estimation. Figure 3 plots the estimated decline in the job finding rate in the model against the empirical target. Notes: Average job finding rates (normalized to duration τ = 0) as approximated by equation (13), in both the model and the data as described in Figure 1 .
The framework generates an aggregate unemployment rate of 8.43% which is only very slightly below our empirical target of 8.5%. The associated parameter estimate for the contact rate isλ = .6071.
We next turn to the empirical fit of the model-generated callback rate which is likewise targeted. As we show in figure 4 , the model closely captures the duration dependence in callbacks as reported in Kroft et al. (2015) . We highlight that the long-run stabilization of the normalized callback rate slightly above 40% is what disciplines a parameter estimate ofF (0) ≈ .4. In words, our model generates a long-run relative callback rate of 40% by associating a similar fraction of jobs with no skill requirements. Notes: Average callback rates (normalized to duration τ = 0) as approximated by equation (13) in both the model and the experimental data as reported in Kroft et al. (2015) .
The Robustness of the Experimental Evidence
The external validity of the evidence in Kroft et al. (2013) is far from established so we contrast it with several other audit studies on the relation between unemployment duration and the likelihood of a callback which follow a similar approach.
First, the audit studies in Ghayad (2013) and Oberholzer-Gee (2008) both find large and monotonic declines in the probability of a callback as unemployment duration increases. Oberholzer-Gee (2008) reports a 31% decline in callbacks as unemployment duration increases from 6 to 18 months in a study conducted in Switzerland. In the US, Ghayad (2013) reports a decline of roughly 46% as unemployment duration decreases from 1 to 6 months, closely connecting with our benchmark evidence in Kroft et al. (2013) . Importantly, Ghayad (2013) shows that for resumes with no relevant industry experience the decline in callbacks over the same horizon more than twice exceeds the decline for resumes with experience. In Sweden, Eriksson and Rooth (2014) find large drops in callbacks after 9 months of unemployment for medium and low skill jobs, but not for high skilled jobs.
Most recently, Farber et al. (2016) find no evidence of duration dependence in callbacks. However, Kroft et al. (2013) work with relatively low-skilled young workers whereas Farber et al. (2016) construct resumes of college educated older workers with more work experience.
We thus argue that a common picture emerges that can be interpreted in the context of our theory: The larger the dispersion of unobservables, the larger the impact of correlated observables (such as unemployment duration) on the callback decision, as there is less reason to condition the interview on unemployment duration once a resume contains a large amount of other information. 38 The experimental evidence, which is the starting point for our exercise, thus paints a broadly consistent picture when viewed through the lens of our environment. It documents substantially declining callback rates in various different years and countries; and the impact of unemployment duration on callbacks weakens once employers have more additional information available, consistent with our modeling strategy of mapping the dynamic evolution of unobservables on the observable unemployment duration, τ.
The Callback Rate and Aggregate Conditions
We conclude this section by comparing the implications of local labor market conditions in our framework against the empirical evidence in the spirit of an over-identification test. Kroft et al. (2013) find a substantially lower slope for the callback rate when the local unemployment rate is high. That is, if the labor market has slack, duration carries less of a signal about unobserved quality and firms discriminate less against the long term unemployed. The same qualitative logic holds in our model. Here, we check whether our framework also captures the quantitative impact of local labor market conditions.
To this end, we hold all estimated parameters fixed and adjust the contact rate λ so as to capture (in steady state) the average unemployment rate in the high-unemployment MSA sample studied separately in Kroft et al. (2013) . We again compare the normalized and fitted callback rate in our model against the callback rate reported in Kroft et al. (2015) . As Figure 5 shows, our framework broadly captures the response of discrimination to a slackening of the labor market. 39 The variation by labor market conditions is a key empirical object that supports our framework's mechanism: discrimination is an endogenous response to dynamic sorting along unobservables, a force that becomes much weaker when the labor market has slack. That our framework quantitatively captures this evidence without targeting it in the estimation is thus reassuring for our approach. 38 This immediately relates to the variation of the evidence by experience. To see how it relates to education, note that the log earnings variance patterns documented in Meghir and Pistaferri (2004) are declining in educational achievement which suggests larger residual variation in unobservables for the low skilled. 39 The model-generated callback rate falls too much relative to the empirical evidence, but this is by construction: since the share of low firms F(0) is unchanged, the callback rate must fall to the same long-run rate as in the baseline following the identification arguments made earlier. Notes: The baseline replicates Figure 4 . The high unemployment subsample adjusts λ so as to capture the unemployment rate in the High Unemployment MSAs listed in Kroft et al. (2013) . Using the Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area Unemployment Statistics, we compute a (population weighted) average unemployment rate of 17.6% in the respective MSAs over the time period of August 2011 to July 2012. We then plot the model generated callback rate (normalized, fitted) under the high-unemployment steady state to the empirical counterpart reported in Kroft et al. (2015) .
In sum, the estimated model environment gives rise to same, quantitatively large extent of duration dependence in callbacks documented in our benchmark experiment and various other audit studies. In other words, if one were to conduct a resume audit study in the labor market modeled here, the results would closely resemble the ones reported in the experimental literature.
The Effects of Discrimination on the job finding Rate
In this section, we use the estimated model to quantify the contribution of statistical discrimination to duration dependence in job finding rates and to the incidence of long term unemployment.
Main Results
To quantitatively gauge the impact of discrimination on key labor market outcomes, we contrast duration dependence in the job finding rate and the incidence of long term unemployment in our full model with an alternative allocation that displays no discrimination. Specifically, we study a labor market where interviews are free and all employers hence interview and learn about applicants of all durations τ. To do so, we set κ = 0 while holding all other parameters fixed according to the previous section and contrast several steady state features from this counterfactual, "full information" economy with our benchmark model that has positive interview costs. The resulting allocation is equivalent to one where a worker exits unemployment whenever she is qualified for a job. 40 Table 2 contrasts the no-discrimination environment with our baseline case.
If interviews are free, there is no more statistical discrimination at the callback stage and workers who apply to a job they are qualified for exit unemployment with certainty. The first three columns of Table 2 report the unconditional job finding rate at various unemployment durations for the two environments. The first column reports the average job finding rate for the short-term unemployed workers (with duration less than 3 months), the second does so for those with medium-term duration (with duration 3-5 40 We have also experimented with an alternative counterfactual where all active firms must interview all applicants, independent of their unemployment duration, in the spirit of some of the policy initiatives that were introduced to combat long term unemployment (UADA (2012)). Such a counterfactual, of course, makes the overall hiring process more expensive and, as a consequence, causes some firms to opt out from interviewing altogether. We thus only report results for the free-interview scenario which can be thought of as an upper bound relative to other, more costly, policy interventions. We also highlight that our counterfactual gives rise to the same allocation as an alternative first best benchmark where interviews remain costly, but are conducted on all qualified applicants. months), while the third reports the equivalent for the long term unemployed (with duration exceeding 6 months).
The most important aspect about the contrast between the job finding rate under full information and in our baseline environment is that the differences are small. Under full information, firms call back at all durations implying very large increases in callbacks: The long term unemployed get interviewed more than twice as often and even those with medium-term duration receive almost 60% more callbacks. Yet the rate at which the unemployed find a job increases only by around 3% for those with medium and high duration.
The final column of the table contrasts our baseline with the no-discrimination benchmark in terms of the incidence of long term unemployment. 41 The benchmark with no discrimination has higher job finding rates at all durations and consequently less long term unemployed workers. However, the difference in the incidence of long term unemployment amounts to less than 8%, substantially less than one might suspect from the experimental observation that monthly callbacks decline by over 50% by the time a worker enters long term unemployment.
As pointed out above, our model generates substantially too little long term unemployment: The share of unemployed workers with duration exceeding half a year in our model is only slightly more than 10% while, in the data, this ratio was closer to 20% prior to the Great Recession and increased to over 40% at the peak of the recession (Kroft et al. (2015) ). As we have argued above this discrepancy largely follows from eliminating dynamic selection along observables when constructing our target for unconditional duration dependence in the job finding rate as depicted in figure 1. We have chosen to focus on the residual degree of duration dependence since that is the component which reflects unobservables and hence drives discrimination. It is thus also natural to quantify the extent to which discrimination generates the type of long term unemployment that is associated with dynamic selection in unobservables. Nevertheless, we have repeated the exercise of removing the interview cost for the high-unemployment calibration studied in figure 5 . There, 34.75% of all unemployed have been out of a job for more than 6 months, close to the incidence of long term unemployment during the great recession. Yet when we again set interview costs to zero and remove all discrimination the counterfactual share changes only slightly, falling to 34.57%. 42 To lead up to the next subsection, we briefly discuss how the impact of discrimination differs across workers. To that end, we report the increase in the job finding rate in our counterfactual experiment for different worker types, all of them unemployed for 6 months: A worker at the bottom of the skill distribution has exactly the same job finding rate, with or without discrimination. As can readily be seen from figure 2 those workers constitute the vast majority of the long term unemployed. In turn, a worker at the top of the skill distribution experiences a very large increase in the unemployment exit rate of 92.0%. Even a worker who is only qualified for 70% of all vacancies experiences an increase of 35.4%. 43 This highlights that our aggregate results mask substantial heterogeneity: High types suffer substantially from discrimination if they "fall through the cracks" and become long term unemployed. In contrast, low types do not experience any increase in their job finding rate which is in the background of our moderate findings for the aggregate labor market. The reason is that low types are not qualified for the job openings that opt not to interview the long term unemployed. In turn, the high types that suffer the most from discrimination are rarely long term unemployed which is both the reason for why firms discriminate and why that discrimination is without adverse consequences for the majority of workers constituting the long term unemployed. Nonetheless, statistical discrimination can have drastically negative consequences for the part of the workforce that tends to exit unemployment quickly. 42 As will become clear in section 4.3, the reason behind these findings is that the key force that generates false negatives operates independently of the level of the job finding rate. 43 Both the highest worker type as well as the worker who is qualified for 70% of jobs have a job finding rate of 31.6% at duration τ = 6 in the baseline model. The lowest type worker has a job finding rate of 24.2% in the baseline at duration τ = 6, and experiences no change in their job finding rate in the full information counterfactual.
Decomposing Duration Dependence
Before turning to a discussion of why our counterfactual suggests only modest consequences of discrimination we discuss a complementary way of gauging the causal impact of statistical discrimination-that is, the decline in callbacks-on the job finding rate. In particular, we offer an organized decomposition of duration dependence in the job finding rate into a purely compositional and a structural component, the latter fully driven by statistical discrimination.
To do so, we note that the job finding rate of an (x, τ) worker is given by f (x, τ) = λ´y ∈I(τ)∩H(x) dF(y). We can then letf τ (t) ≡ 1 u(x,τ)dx´f (x, t) u (x, τ) dx denote the average job finding rate at duration t when skills are distributed according to the population of unemployed workers at duration τ. Duration dependence in the job finding rate as measured in the data is then given by
Of course, D (τ) reflects two forces, namely that the distribution of types changes as τ progresses, but also that the callback rate declines with τ. In order to isolate the respective contribution of these forces to D (τ), note that we can expand D(τ) into
These two objects separate D (τ) into a structural and a compositional component. The first fraction quantifies how the average duration τ job finding rate of a representative duration τ cohort compares to their own average job finding rate at the beginning of the unemployment spell. It thus purely isolates the force duration exerts on the job finding rate of the relevant workers at duration τ. On the other hand, the second fraction isolates purely compositional changes. It reports the decline in the job finding rate from duration 0 to τ which is attributable to compositional changes only, holding the individual job finding rates constant at their duration 0 level. Thus, equation (15) allows us to exactly decompose duration dependence in the job finding rate into its two drivers.
This decomposition is complementary to the exercise in the previous subsection, as the distribution of types in unemployment itself reflects structural forces, that is discrimination. The decomposition in (15) fixes the evolution of the distribution of types according to the equilibrium with discrimination. On the other hand, the counterfactual exercise in the previous section takes the full equilibrium response of the distribution into account. Figure 6 offers the decomposition delivered by Equation (15). To plot it, we proceed as . follows. The lower envelope plots the normalized job finding rate, D (τ), the object to be decomposed. We next plotf
, that is the purely compositional component only. As is readily visible from equation (15), doing so decomposes the overall decline in D (τ) into a compositional (upper area) and structural (lower area) component.
The results are consistent with our results in the previous subsection. While statistical discrimination indeed introduces a negative structural component into the average job finding rate, the contribution is modest and most of the declines are driven by compositional changes.
The structural componentf
is above .9 at all horizons which can be quantitatively interpreted as follows: Workers unemployed at duration τ experience, on average, less than a 10% decline in their chances of finding a job relative to duration 0 as a result of duration per se. 44 As a consequence, the bulk of the decline in D (τ) is due purely to compositional changes as is evidenced in figure 6 .
To conclude this section, Figure 7 tracks the evolution of the distribution of worker types and the cutoff firm as duration progresses. Due to dynamic selection the expected worker type deteriorates as τ increases. As an endogenous response, less and less firms are willing to follow up on an application. What is key, however, is that the contraction of the interview set-that is, the decline in the callback rate-only affects those that are actually qualified for firms with skill requirement above the cutoff firm. That is, only 44 This stands in sharp contrast to what one may infer by studyingf
. Such a measure isolates the force duration exerts on the job finding rates of a representative short-term unemployed worker. Indeed, this measure declines by almost as much as D (τ) in our calculations and quantifies the experience of representative types "falling through the cracks". But it is not a suitable measure to quantify the consequences of statistical discrimination because it ignores its root cause, namely dynamic selection. Notes: Cumulative distribution of worker types x in the population of unemployed workers at various durations τ. The red bar indicates the productivity y of the threshold firm which is indifferent about interviewing workers with duration τ. Firms with productivity exceeding that of the cutoff firm do not call back. Note that firms with no skill requirements account for a strictly positive fraction of job openings which is not visible in the figure. those with skill to the right of the cutoff firm are adversely affected by the disappearing callbacks. As is evident from Figure 7 , those are few while the vast majority of the long term unemployed are entirely unaffected, despite experiencing a large drop-off in their callback rate. To summarize, these results imply that the decline in the job finding rate in our model is largely a result of dynamic sorting along unobservables. Statistical discrimination is primarily a response to dynamic (adverse) selection rather than a cause of structural duration dependence. For the relevant group of unemployed workers, discrimination has only a modest impact on job finding rates, despite the very large decline in callbacks diagnosed in the experimental literature. The firms that begin to discriminate do so because there are few workers they can form viable relationships with left in the pool of unemployed. In turn, this implies that the incidence of false negatives -no-callback events that prevent a worker from being hired -is much smaller than the incidence of no-callback events as tracked by an audit study. However, Figure 7 also highlights that discrimination indeed has very painful consequences for high x types which are qualified for a wide range of jobs and fail to find a job early in a spell.
Intuition
This section offers a simple formal argument that exactly shows the tradeoffs firms face when deciding on a callback. We use that tradeoff to shed light on why our quantitative results point to a limited impact of discrimination on labor market flows.
To that end, letȳ(τ) denote the threshold firm which is indifferent about interviewing workers of duration τ. From (6), the indifference condition can be expressed as
In words, a firm is indifferent about a callback if interview costs equal their expected gains given by the probability of finding a qualified candidate times the conditional expected payoff. Equation (16) implies that, if interview costs are low relative to the value of viable employment relationships, a firm only discriminates against duration τ workers if it is unlikely to find a qualified match among them. We next use this expression to establish quantitative bounds on the fraction of workers that are adversely affected by discrimination. To do so, note that xȳ (τ) =ȳ (τ) under our production function. This implies that the term in squared brackets in equation (16) corresponds to the fraction of unemployed duration τ workers that are qualified for at least some of the jobs that dismiss duration τ workers for interviews. Using our calibration, we can establish the following numerical bounds for this object, 45
In words, a firm starts discriminating once the chances of finding a suitable worker drop below around 15%. In turn, this implies that at all durations durations τ, the vast majority of workers do not experience any discrimination that has adverse consequences for the chances of finding a job. 46 Taken together, the quantitative analysis of equation (16) highlights the key tradeoff and why it generates only modest consequences of discrimination: The present value of a viable employment relationship (the term in brackets) largely exceeds the cost of an interview κ. This makes missed opportunities of forming a viable match-a false negative-costly relative to an interview that does not lead to a hire. Consequently, firms try to avoid false negatives and only discriminate if the chances of finding a qualified candi-date are slim. This implies that few interviews lost to discrimination would have turned into job.
Our calibration choices were deliberately conservative with regard to this particular tradeoff: As can be seen from equation (17), the value the firm derives from a viable employment relationship is only about 6-7 times the cost of an interview. From (16), this reflects that we have chosen a low discount factor β, a high separation rate δ H , and a low flow payoff to the firm, p (x, y) − b. The equation also highlights in which type of labor markets one may expect discrimination to have particularly adverse consequences for workers: In those with short-lived jobs, and in those where interview costs are large relative to the flow value generated by a qualified worker.
To conclude, the relation between the costs of an interview and the net present value of filled jobs to a firm suggests that firms who are not interviewing do so because they are unlikely to find a suitable partner. It follows that the incidence of false negatives is limited and the decline in callbacks causes a decline in the job finding rate to only a modest extent.
Extended Quantitative Model
In this section, we extend the basic model along two important dimensions of the job search process which are likely to generate more drastic consequences of discrimination. We re-estimate the framework and revisit consequences of discrimination in the richer environment.
We first extend the model by allowing for general human capital to depreciate during unemployment and appreciate during times of employment. As before, a false negative may subject workers to longer unemployment spells. However, if human capital deteriorates, the false negative may also lower a worker's future employment rate, which again feeds back into the evolution of her abilities. The inclusion of human capital dynamics may therefore generate a forceful multiplier through which discrimination at the interview stage may affect the cross-sectional distribution of ability and job finding rates, and hence the incidence of long term unemployment.
Second, we allow firms to receive multiple applications per job opening, and workers' applications can potentially crowd each other out. This environment may well give rise to a much larger impact of firms' interviewing decisions on structural duration dependence. In our baseline model, a firm discriminates based on duration only if it is quite certain that the worker is not qualified. With multiple applications, a firm discriminates against a worker it might be perfectly willing to interview otherwise, as soon as it has another applicant that is even more likely to be qualified, but has shorter duration. It follows that potentially many more workers that would have been hired ex post are not invited for an interview, solely as a consequence of their unemployment duration. 47 We maintain the assumption that workers have no bargaining power and homogeneous outside option b. For exactly the same logic as in the baseline model, firms thus continue to pay workers a wage w (x, y, τ) = b and the value of a job to a firm is given by
The expectations operator accounts for the stochastic evolution of ability that depends on a workers employment status, e in this case. We also maintain the assumption that p (x, y) is additively separable for x ≥ y as assumed in equation (12). As before, an unemployed worker's resume makes contact with a job opening at rate λ. There are V such job openings at any point in time, distributed according to F (y).
However, now a single job opening may receive multiple applications due to coordination frictions. As before, the only relevant information on a resume is the applicant's current unemployment duration τ. In case a job opening receives more than one application, the firm can interview multiple workers, paying κ for each interview. As a consequence, being qualified for a job and receiving an interview are no longer sufficient for a worker to exit unemployment; she also needs to be the most able candidate of those who receive an interview. The firm's optimal interviewing strategy is the key object which determines equilibrium job finding rates in this environment, and we therefore describe this strategy in some detail. The firm begins by deciding whether to interview any of its applicants. It does so as long as it receives at least one application such that expected surplus covers the interview cost, as given in inequality (6). Dynamic selection of worker types in unemployment again implies that expected surplus declines with unemployment duration. Thus, firms y that receive only one single application continue to follow a cutoff rule and call back an applicant if duration τ falls below a duration cutoffτ y , defined as the highest τ such that max{J(x, y), 0}µ(x|τ y )dx ≥ κ.
As another consequence of dynamic selection, if the firm receives more than one appli-47 Any extension that allows workers to actively respond to potentially adverse consequences from discrimination would lead us to find less of an impact of discrimination. This pertains to cases with endogenous search intensity and reservation wages, the latter subject to the empirical caveat discussed above. In either, workers actively avoid "falling through the cracks"; as a consequence, removing discrimination has a smaller effect and may even result in an increase in long term employment.
cant it is optimal for the firm to rank them according to duration. That is, if it receives more than one application with duration less or equal thanτ y , the firm interviews the lowest duration worker first. After having learned that applicant's ability x the firm can proceed to evaluate the next applicant in the ranking. We make the assumption that by interviewing another candidate the firm does not lose the option of hiring any of the previously interviewed candidates. Thus, the firm hires the interviewee with the highest joint surplus J (x, y), as long as at least one is qualified, x ≥ y.
To characterize firm behavior, letx denote the ability of the highest x worker a firm has already interviewed for a given job opening. The firm then proceeds to interview the next worker in the queue with duration τ iff
Firm y, whose best candidate thus far has skillx, calls back another worker with duration τ if the expected net gains from doing so exceed the cost. If the inequality is not satisfied for any worker left in the queue the firm stops interviewing and hiresx ifx ≥ y. Note that for sufficiently highx it may well be that the above inequality does not hold for any τ ≥ 0, so the firm stops interviewing. In a slight abuse of notation, let u denote the measure of unemployed workers and hence λu V the measure of applications. If the economy displays coordination frictions and workers randomly apply to vacancies a standard argument implies that any given job opening receives exactly zero applications with probability exp − λu V (see Shimer (2005b) ). Let z (x, y, τ) be the measure of unemployed workers which, if they apply for the same job y, prevent a worker (x, τ) from being hired by firm y. They may do so for several reasons: They may have lower duration and ability high enough such that the firm does not interview duration τ applicants. Or, if both get interviewed, they may crowd out worker (x, τ) because they have more skills. We delegate the exact derivation of z (x, y, τ) to appendix C. Importantly, the probability that any given job opening receives exactly zero such applications is then given by exp − λz (x,y,τ) V
. As a consequence, the job finding rate for a worker with ability x and duration τ can be written as
In words, a worker makes contact with some job opening y at rate λ. A necessary condition for unemployment exit is that the worker is qualified for the job and the firm is generally willing to interview her, y ∈ I (τ) ∩ H(x). But this is no longer sufficient since the firm may receive other applications which crowd out worker (x, τ). Consequently, conditional on applying to a firm y, a worker only exits if there are no other applications from such competitors, which is captured by z(x, y, τ). We also report the corresponding value functions for both employed and unemployed workers, the flow balance equations governing the steady state distribution of worker types across jobs, and the extended definition of equilibrium in appendix C.
Quantitative Implementation
We fully re-estimate the extended model using the same empirical targets and the same estimation strategy we detail in Section 3. For the quantitative implementation, we again approximate the distributions of both worker and firm types on a grid, but we reduce the number of grid points to 10, due to computational reasons. 48 We maintain the same support as in the baseline, and thus do not alter our calibrated values for interview costs and leisure, κ and b. We also do not alter the calibrated values for β, δ L , δ H .
We follow Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998) in assuming that, if workers have ability x ∈ {x, ...,x}, then while employed their ability increases from x to min {x + 1,x} with probability φ e . Similarly, while unemployed, their ability decreases from x to max {x − 1, x} with probability φ u . Of course, this implies that there is no longer any permanent component to worker productivity.
The parameters to be estimated are now {φ e , φ u , λ, F (0) , V}. To do so, we target the same empirical targets as previously, namely the decline in the job finding rate, the decline in the callback rate as measured in Kroft et al. (2013) , and the overall unemployment rate. 49 Our arguments linking the parameters to these targets remain largely unchanged. For instance, the level at which call-back and job finding rates settle as duration grows large still informs the fraction of job-openings all workers are qualified for, F (0). Likewise, the aggregate unemployment rate informs the contact rate between workers and job openings, λ.
We next argue that the parameters φ e , φ u , and V are jointly pinned down by the shape of both the job finding and the callback rate against duration. To see why, note first that φ e and φ u determine the endogenous distribution of ability in the population, effectively replacing the parameters governing the exogenous Beta distribution in the baseline case. Thus, the argument linking the distribution of ability to our empirical targets made in the baseline carries over directly to this extended environment. However, we still need to determine V. To see how V is identified separately from the contact rate λ, note that V has a limited impact on those workers whose chances of finding a job are insensitive to the queue length, that is those with low duration and high ability. In turn, V matters sharply for those workers with large values z (x, y, τ). Thus, while λ scales the contact rate for all workers, less congestion (higher V) disproportionately benefits those that tend to end up at the end of the queue. We thus argue that V, along with φ e and φ u , can be disciplined by the information on relative job finding and callback rates we have previously used.
Our estimates for the parameters governing skill loss and skill growth areφ u = .0848 andφ e = .0044, respectively, giving rise to a steady state distribution of skill which has most mass at the corners, similar to the baseline. 50 Our estimates which govern tightness in the labor market areλ = .6653 andV = .0927 while we estimate F (0) = .6391. 51 The model fits the empirical targets very tightly: It delivers an unemployment rate of 8.31% and completely captures the hazards in both the job finding and the callback rate as is evident in figure 8 .
With the estimated model in hand, we employ the same counterfactual strategy to gauge the consequences of statistical discrimination. That is, we again contrast key moments with their counterpart in an environment with full information. 52 Table 3 -corresponding to table 2 for our baseline model-offers our main results for the extended model.
It follows from the first three columns that the extended environment gives rise to a substantially larger impact of duration on job finding rates compared to our baseline case. Nevertheless, note that table 2 implies that moving to a full-information environment increases the monthly rate at which medium-and long term unemployed workers 50 Our estimated human capital dynamics are very slow. The reason is that dynamic selection along with the ranking mechanism already generate large amounts of duration dependence both in callback and job finding rates, leaving little room for additional human capital dynamics. This is consistent with recent empirical work by Autor et al. (2015) and Schmieder et al. (2016) who find only small effects of additional time in unemployment on future productivity and wages. It is likewise consistent with the result in Kroft et al. (2013) that discrimination weakens in slack labor markets which would be hard to explain if skill decay was of first order force in the data. 51 The latter may imply a surprisingly large fraction of job-openings that have few skill requirements. Note, however, that the context is the experimental setting in Kroft et al. (2013) which covers sales, customer service, administrative support, and clerical jobs (and constructs corresponding resumes). Thus, the finding that many jobs can be carried out by any applicant seems plausible. 52 Under the counterfactual, the highest x applicant gets hired, if qualified. This seems the most natural exercise and, in particular, compares most directly to the counterfactual in the baseline environment. However, there exists an alternative counterfactual where employers are banned from ranking on duration yet continue to interview in a sequential-but now random-fashion. Such an environment generates even less dynamic selection-because lower types get crowded out less frequently by high types-and hence is a counterfactual with even less duration dependence in the job finding rate. At the same time, it makes the overall hiring process more costly leading some firms to opt out of interviewing altogether which increases the incidence of long term unemployment. Notes: Average callback and job finding rates (normalized to duration τ = 0) as approximated by equation (13) in the extended model versus data reported in Kroft et al. (2015) . exit unemployment by 7 − 8%. While this constitutes a more sizable reduction in the exit rate from unemployment attributable to statistical discrimination, it still contrasts sharply with the increase in the callback rate induced by the counterfactual: the long term unemployed experience an approximately two-fold increase in their evaluation opportunities for a job-opening, as is evident from the lower panel in figure 8 . This implies that the increase in the interview rate for the medium and long term unemployed exceeds the associated increase in the job finding rate by more than an order of magnitude.
Importantly, and as opposed to the benchmark without multiple applications, this response comes at the cost of the short-term unemployed who, on average, benefit from the ranking practice and hence see a decline of their job finding rates by almost 2%. 53 Taken together, the mild increases in the monthly job finding rates accumulate to a decline in the incidence of long term unemployment from .83% to .68%. Thus, under the extended model, a modest fraction of long term unemployment can indeed be attributed to statistical discrimination as detected by the experimental evidence.
To sum up, allowing for human capital decay during unemployment and ranking due to coordination frictions amplifies the role of statistical discrimination in callbacks for duration dependence in the job finding rate and long term unemployment. Nonetheless, few of the interviews the long term unemployed lose to duration constitute jobs lost to duration: Eliminating discrimination increases monthly callbacks by around 100% for those who are a long time out of work; yet their job finding rates increase by only around 7 − 8%. We thus conclude that, even in the extended environment and under a conservative empirical strategy, statistical discrimination in callbacks is largely a response to dynamic composition changes and much less a cause of duration dependence in the job finding rate or a cause of long term unemployment.
Conclusion
In this paper we develop an equilibrium search model in which employers endogenously discriminate against unemployment duration at the interview, or callback stage. The quantitative model closely captures empirical evidence on statistical discrimination in callbacks as documented in Kroft et al. (2013) . We use the model to quantify the conse-quences of such employer behavior for structural duration dependence in the job finding rate and the incidence of long term unemployment in the aggregate labor market. Our findings suggest that most interviews diagnosed as lost to duration in an audit study do not actually constitute lost jobs. As a consequence, employer discrimination in callbacks is largely a response to dynamic selection rather than a major force causing structural declines in the unemployment exit rate. We point to the key tradeoff driving these findings: If the foregone gains to the employer from filling a job far exceed the cost of pursuing an application, then false negatives in interviews -episodes where employers do not call back a qualified candidate -will be endogenously rare.
Our paper provides the first attempt to link the evidence from the experimental literature regarding discrimination in callbacks to real outcomes in the labor market in a quantitatively serious fashion. The approach builds on a structural model which lends itself closely to the experimental setting, uses the experimental evidence to discipline the structure, and finally uses the structure to draw inference from the experimental data. In sum, the experimental literature helps to inform our structural model and the same model helps to interpret the experimental evidence. We believe that such an approach can be fruitfully used to map novel experimental evidence to outcomes of interest in many other settings.
A Proof of Proposition 1
That firms use a threshold rule in their hiring decision follows immediately from equations (1) and (5).
To prove the additional parts of the proposition, we first establish two helpful intermediate results. Lemma 1. Conditional on unemployment duration τ ≥ 0, the job finding probability is nondecreasing in x.
To see this, note that equation (6) implies that the callback rate is independent of x and solely depends on τ. Since, by assumption, p is nondecreasing in x, it follows that if p (x 2 , y) ≥ b and x 1 > x 2 then p (x 1 , y) ≥ b. Thus any application that leads to job for worker x 2 also leads to a job for worker x 1 and it thus follows that the job finding probability, given duration τ, is non-decreasing in x.
Lemma 2. All firms y ∈ Y call back newly unemployed workers with duration τ = 0.
In (7) we assume that all firms call back when faced with the population distribution of worker types. To show that this carries over to the distribution of newly unemployed, denote byf (x) the rate at which type x workers exit unemployment, averaged across all durations. As a consequence of lemma 1,f (x) is weakly increasing in x. A standard inflow-outflow balance implies that steady-state type-specific employment rate is given by e (x) =f
. Sincef (x) is weakly increasing it follows that the employment rate e (x) is weakly increasing in x.
The probability of meeting a worker with x exceeding some thresholdx y in the population is given by´x y l (x ) dx', while the probability of meeting a worker exceeding the same threshold among those employed is given by 1 e(x )l(x )dx´xy e (x ) l (x ) dx . The latter is weakly larger for all thresholdsx y > x since the type-specific employment rates are weakly increasing. As a consequence, the distribution of x among the employed weakly first-order stochastically dominates the one of the population. Finally, since the separation rate is independent of types, the distribution of x among the newly unemployed, µ (x|τ = 0), is identical to that of the employed. Since equation (7) holds for all firms y ∈ Y, we thus have that max J x , y , 0 µ x |τ = 0 dx > 0 ∀y.
That is, all firms call back when receiving an application from a newly unemployed worker.
To prove proposition 1, we proceed by contradiction. Without loss of generality, order firms according to their minimum skill requirement x y as defined in the production function (1). Assume then that the call-back rate never falls, that is all firms call back at all durations implying that the economy does not feature discrimination. This immediately implies that the job finding rate is independent of duration for all workers x. Now consider the firm y with the highest threshold x y > x such that 1 − F (y) > 0. That such a firms exist is guaranteed by assumption (8). That the firm calls back is guaranteed by lemma 2. Since workers with x ≥ x y then have strictly higher job finding rates than all other workers in the labor market and l (x) has full support, we have that lim τ→∞´x y µ (x |τ) dx = 0. As a consequence, inequality (6) cannot be satisfied for the firm with the highest threshold as τ grows large. 54 This establishes a contradiction implying that it cannot be that all firms call back at all durations.
To show that the callback rate does not increase for any τ, we verify that firms follow cutoff rules with respect to duration. Since we have shown that the job finding rate is weakly increasing in x at all durations τ, the distribution of types x at τ weakly first order stochastically dominates the one at τ + 1. Equations (1), (4), and (6) then imply that the expected surplus from interviewing a duration τ worker must weakly exceed that from interviewing a duration τ + 1 worker. Hence, if a firm does not call back workers with duration τ it never calls back any workers with higher duration, establishing that firms' interview decisions follow a cutoff rule. Thus, the call-back rate cannot be flat and cannot ever increase, which implies the equilibrium features discrimination as defined in 1.
B Job finding Rates, Separation Rates, and Duration Dependence in the CPS
To construct estimates of monthly labor market flows, we match individuals between months t and t + 1 in the basic monthly CPS files, where we can observe their employment status and their unemployment duration if currently unemployed as well as various demographic characteristics. After dropping individuals with missing labor market status in either month t or t + 1 and restricting the sample to individuals between the ages of 16 and 64, we characterize an individual as having found a job between months t and t + 1 if they are employed in month t + 1 and unemployed in month t. Similarly, to calculate the monthly job-to-job transition probability in the CPS, we follow the procedure outlined in Fallick and Fleischman (2004) who use the dependent interviewing methods 54 It is straightforward to verify that this is true for any firm with threshold x y > x. which started in 1994 to identify workers who remain employed in month t + 1, but for a different employer than during month t. We then measure the job-to-job transition probability as the share of employed workers in month t that are employed in t + 1 at a different employer. Finally, we measure the separation probability into unemployment as the share of individuals who are employed in month t and not employed in month t + 1.
To estimate the unconditional duration dependence in the job finding rate which we plot in Figure (1) , we pool all the data from the monthly files for the relevant time period and regress job finding dummies on dummies for unemployment duration and year and month controls, and plot the coefficients we estimate on duration (normalized by the mean job finding rate for duration τ = 0). To get conditional duration dependence in the job finding rate, we add in controls to the same regression for, age, race education and sex, as well as interactions between these variables and sex.
C Details of the Extended Model
Deriving z (x, y, τ)
Assume a firm has thus far interviewed at least one candidate and the ability of the most productive applicant is again denoted byx. The firm then needs to decide whether it wants to interview an additional applicant, guided by equation (20) . We letτ y (x) denote the maximum duration of the next applicant in the ranking such that the firm proceeds to grant another interview. That is,τ y (x) is the highest duration τ such that equation (20) holds. 55 Assume a worker with duration τ and ability x applies to firm y, with y ≤ x and τ ≤τ y , such that the worker is qualified and the firm is, in principle, willing to call back. The worker will not get the job if the firm receives at least one application from a worker (τ , x ) such that at least one of the following three cases holds a) τ ≤ τ andτ y (x ) < τ : in this case the other applicant gets interviewed first due to ranking. Her ability is high enough such that the firm stops interviewing before getting to applicants with duration τ. 56 b) τ ≤ τ andτ y (x ) ≥ τ but x ≥ x: in this case the other applicant gets interviewed first due to ranking. Her ability is low enough such that the firm continuous to 55 Of course, equation (20) may not hold for any weakly positive τ. 56 Whenever the inequalities are weak we assume that the firm randomizes. As a consequence, applications from competitors with identical x or τ are down-weighted by 50% in the expression for z (x, y, τ) below.
interview applicants with duration τ but x is still preferred over x. c) τ ≤ τ ≤τ y (x) and x ≥ x: in this case worker x gets interviewed but the firm proceeds to interview worker τ who turns out to be (at least weakly) more productive.
Let µ (x, τ) denote the joint distribution of skill and duration among the unemployed types. The fraction of unemployed workers who crowd out an (x, τ) worker at firm y is given by (1 − (I x =x .5)) µ x |τ dx (22) Since z (x, y, τ) is defined as the measure of the corresponding type of workers this expression needs to be multiplied with the aggregate unemployment rate to obtain z (x, y, τ).
Worker Values
We write the value functions for the general case where the wage depends on both firm and worker type and the worker's duration at unemployment exit, w (x, y, τ). The value of employment at firm y is then W(x, y, τ) = w (x, y, τ) + βE x |x,e W x , y, τ + δ L U x , 0 − W x , y, τ where the expectation operator accounts for the fact that skills evolve according to the workers employment state, e in this case. Next, we can write the value of unemployment to a type worker who is unemployed for τ months as as U(x, τ) = b + βE x |x,u U(x , τ + 1)+ + λˆy
∈I(τ)∩H(x)
exp −λ z(x, y, τ) V W(x , y, τ + 1) − U(x , τ + 1) dF (y)
where the expectation operator accounts for the fact that skills evolve differently in unemployment.
Steady State Stocks
For expositional purposes we discretize ability x which is also the case we numerically implement. We do so on a grid of size n and assume that workers have some skill x ∈ {x 1 , ..., x n }. We also impose the particular transition matrix for skills we empirically implement. Then, while a worker is unemployed, her type decreases to x max{1,i−1} with probability φ u . Similarly, during employment, her type increases from x i to x min{x n ,x i+1 } with probability φ e . Denote by e (x i ) the steady state measure of employed types x i . The measure of types x i unemployed with duration τ satisfies
In turn, e(x i ) = (1 − δ L ) e (x i ) (1 − φ e ) + e x max{i−1,1} φ e (24) 
Equilibrium
A steady state equilibrium of the economy with multiple applications and human capital depreciation is a quadruple {H, I, u, e} where the hiring set H satisfies (5), the interview set I satisfies (6), and the allocation {u, e} satisfies (23)-(25).
